50	THE   WORLD   OF   HESIOD
lucky, that is a fruitful, tree." 1   For the luck of the High
Priest of Jove was intimately bound up with the luck of the
whole commonwealth,  and if anyone worked  mischief on
his nail-parings no one could say what might happen.   For
the same reason this poor man was (still, in the days of
Cicero)   subjected   to   various   other   highly   inconvenient
taboos.    He must not ride a horse (a new-fangled beast,
and used in war), nor be away from Rome for more that three
nights, nor anoint himself in the open air (lest he expose
himself to evil spirits), nor take off his cap anywhere (for the
same reason), nor touch raw meat (which is too intimately
connected with death), nor a human corpse,  nor  enter a
graveyard ; nor might he touch or talk about a dog or a goat
(" unclean " beasts ?), nor touch meal (because that too has
been " killed "), nor yeast, which was thought of perhaps as a
kind of corruption, and in any case as a new-fangled " un-
natural " kind of thing (tabooed also at the Jewish Passover,
as all will remember).   Nor might he remain in office if his
wife died (contact with death), nor take an oath, for so
important a person must not invoke a curse upon himself,
even conditionally;  nor might he wear a ring, nor any knot
in his clothing, nor touch ivy, nor walk along a road over-
shadowed by a vine-trellis ;   while if a prisoner in bonds
could take sanctuary in his house he must be set free and the
bonds thrown out by the usual route taken by spirits—the
skylight in the roof, over the rain-tank.   The reason for all
these last taboos is that knots, rings, or anything that twines,
like vines or ivy, is felt, to quote Frazer again, to " cross
or thwart the free course of things ", no less than crossing
two sticks, or one's legs!2
So too in Hesiod's native Boiotia, Plutarch tells us that
still down to his time the archon of Chaironeia must always
wear a garland (in token of consecration, as other people
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